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HALL OF FAME COACH AND BASKETBALL INSTITUTION TO BE CHRONICLED IN 
SHOWTIME SPORTS® DIGITAL DOCUMENTARY "LEGACY: BOB HURLEY" 

  
Saint Anthony High School, Home To 28 New Jersey State Championships, Facing Financial Crisis That 

Threatens To Shutter Inner-City Private School 
  

Six-Part Weekly Documentary To Debut Feb. 20  
On SHO.com & All SHOWTIME Digital Platforms

http://sho.com/
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NEW YORK (Jan. 26, 2017) - The potential final season of a national basketball institution and a Hall of Fame coach 
will be chronicled in the SHOWTIME Sports digital documentary LEGACY: Bob Hurley, a six-part original 
documentary about Saint Anthony High School debuting Monday, Feb. 20 on all SHOWTIME digital platforms. 
  
Bob Hurley has led the Jersey City boys' basketball team at Saint Anthony to a remarkable 28 New Jersey State 
Championships including a string of nine straight state titles in his nearly 50 years as head coach.  He's been 
recognized with four National Coach of the Year Awards and, perhaps most importantly, quietly boasts a 100 percent 
college acceptance rate for the seniors on his team.  But a financial crisis threatens to shutter the inner-city private 
school if it can't raise upwards of $10 million in order to keep the school open for the coming years.  
  
LEGACY: Bob Hurley, an exclusive online release, will document the 2016-17 season, the latter portion in real-time, 
with the weekly release of 10-minute segments that introduce viewers to a man that has created a bona fide 
basketball factory at a modest school with an enrollment of less than 200 students. 
  
"Intimate access and high-stakes drama are the hallmarks of SHOWTIME Sports documentary programming," said 
Stephen Espinoza, Executive Vice President and General Manager, SHOWTIME Sports.  "LEGACY: Bob Hurley 
shines a light on an unsung sports hero and an American basketball institution at a crucial time in the life of both. 

"The unique distribution of this project offers viewers a chance to sample the contemporary and compelling subject 
matter SHOWTIME examines in this genre," Espinoza continued.  "We've brought viewers unprecedented access to 
top-flight college football programs, to the Stanley Cup Playoffs, and to some of the biggest names and stories in 
sports including Kobe Bryant and Ben Simmons when it matters most.  LEGACY: Bob Hurley gives us the 
opportunity to promote these and upcoming titles to a broad audience while giving non-subscribers a taste of what 
they're missing on SHOWTIME." 
  
The Saint Anthony Friars are coming off an undefeated season, their eighth overall since Hurley became head coach 
in 1972.  Hurley has transformed Saint Anthony into the heartbeat of a tough, unforgiving city, instilling the values of 
commitment and success in the more than 200 Friars who have graduated and continued their careers at the 
collegiate level.      
  
In LEGACY: Bob Hurley, viewers will follow along week-by-week as the dramatic season unfolds with the future of 
the institution hanging in the balance. 



LEGACY: Bob Hurley is produced and directed by SHOWTIME executive Brian Dailey and written by Mark 
Kriegel.  It is the latest in an expansive lineup of unscripted programming from SHOWTIME Sports.  

Additional titles include "ONE & DONE" (Ben Simmons), "RUNNING FOR HIS LIFE: The Lawrence Phillips 
Story", "KOBE BRYANT'S MUSE," "PLAY IT FORWARD" (Tony Gonzalez), "IVERSON," "I AM GIANT: Victor 
Cruz," "THE DREW" (Baron Davis), and "DEAN SMITH." 
  
Showtime Networks Inc. (SNI), a wholly-owned subsidiary of CBS Corporation, owns and operates the 
premium television networks SHOWTIME®, THE MOVIE CHANNEL™ and FLIX®, and also offers 
SHOWTIME ON DEMAND®, THE MOVIE CHANNEL™ ON DEMAND and FLIX ON DEMAND®, and the 
network's authentication service SHOWTIME ANYTIME®. Showtime Digital Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
SNI, operates the stand-alone streaming service SHOWTIME®. 

SHOWTIME is currently available to subscribers via cable, DBS and telco providers, and as a stand-alone 
streaming service through Apple®, Roku®, Amazon and Google. Consumers can also subscribe to 
SHOWTIME via Hulu, Sony PlayStation® Vue and Amazon Channels.  

For more information, go to www.SHO.com.
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